
Sd/-
(S.K.ROUT)
OSD (P&A)

Copy forwarded for information & necessary action to:

1. PAO, OERC for Publication of the Notice in two Oriya Dailies & one English Daily.
2. Jt. Director (IT), OERC for putting the notice along with quotation specification in the OERC website.
3. Notice Board.
QUOTATION SPECIFICATION

1. Total number of pages - 100 (Approximately)

2. Size of pages - A4 Size

3. Quantity - 1000 Copies

4. Paper - 80 GSM Maplitho

5. Printing - Black

6. Binding - Central stitch

Please send quotations addressed to OSD (P&A), OERC with seal cover subscribing on the envelope “Quotations for Printing of Odisha Gazette (New Supply Code)”. The rate should be inclusive of GST. The last date for receipt of quotations is 26.12.2019.